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ABSTRACT

The IBA treatment of nuclear symmetries and tran-
sition regions is discussed. A new, extensive
region of 0(6) nuclei near A»13Q is presented and
compared with the Pt isotopes. Nearly identical
level schemes characterize both regions, includ-
ing similar relations between the 0(6) and 0(5)
steps in the dynamical syxaaetry chain deconposi-
tion, and similar discrepancies with the 0(6)
limit. Simple calculations that incorporate a
triaxial component as an 0(6) symmetry breaking
nechanism remove these discrepancies in both
regions.

The evidence for a new, and perhaps the only,
good region of SU{3) symmetry is given and dis-
cussed in a context of nixing with non-collective
degrees of freedom.

Finally, a systematic approach^ to transition
regions is presented in which the key determinant
of structure is the product NTT'NV o f tn«
nuaber of valence proton and neutron bosons.
Recognition of this allows an extremely simple
treatment of complex transition regions. As an
example, calculations for the U(5)+Q(6)+SU(3)
sequence from A-120-140, which involve only six
constants for the entire region of "BO nuclei,
are discussed. The use of Nff*Nv plots allows
the study of the dissipation of shell and sub-
shell gaps. Results for the A" 100 and A-150
regions are presented and effective proton-boson
number* are extracted and compared with earlier
results from g factor measurements and from
microscopic calculations.



1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important features of the IBA1 is its natural
incorporation of three dynamical symmetries, denoted U(3), SU(3) and
0<6), which evolve from the parent or highest syaaetry, U(6). Each
of these symmetries corresponds to a particular coupling scheme
(choice of terms in the IBA Hamiltonian) and a particular geometrical
description (vibrator, specific types of rotor and asymmetric rotor,
respectively).

The group chain decomposition of the U(6) group can be written:

*j U(5) 3 0(5)0 0(3) e

U(6) > SU(3)Z>0(3) x - -^3/2 (1)

^ " » 0(6)3 0(5)3 0(3) x-0

A sinplified IBA Haailtonian, containing ail three symmetries, is
that of the so-called Consistent Q Formalism (CQF) (ref. 2):

where

H - en. - KQ*Q (2)

(2)

For detailed spectrum fitting, a term tc'L-L is generally added to
eq. 2. The three limits are obtained when K-0 IU(5)], E-0 and x *
-/35/2 - -2.953 [SU(3)J and e-0 x-0 [0(6)j. These coefficients are
indicated in eq. 1. The 0(6) and SU(3) symmetry require K*Q.

It is important to understand how each dynamical symmetry
emerges from a group chain decomposition. In the highest symmetry,
U(6), all levels are degenerate. Each step of a chain breaks the
degeneracy of the previous step: it therefore also introduces a new
quantum number to distinguish formerly degenerate levels. Along with
this, it introduces a new term in the eigenvalue expression to
reflect the energy splitting, as well as new transition selection
rules and intensity relations. This is illustrated for the 0(6)
chain in fig. 1. It is crucial to recognize that only the levels at
the far right are observable. To deduce the presence of a syaaetry,
evidence oust be obtained that these levels have emerged according to
the specific chain: that is, that the quantum numbers (and <hence
energies and selection rules), of the chain are a good classification
scheme. This requires detailed spectroscopy and is one reason why
non-selective reactions such as (n»Y) and (a,nY) have been so useful
in studies of the IBA.
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A convenient way of pictorially showing the IBA-1 symmetries is
in terms of a symmetry triangle, as shown in fig. 2, where each
vertex represents a symmetry and each leg a transition region between
symmetries.

The discovery of empirical examples of such symmetries is of the
highest importance, not only for their inherent Interest, but also
because the demonstrated existence of all three would be one of the
essential prerequisites to a belief in the significance of the U(6)
group. Moreover, the simplicity of the symmetries greatly facili-
tates the classification and interpretation of nuclei approximating
their limiting structure. Finally, the existence, in a given mass
region, of one of these symmetries, simplifies the treatment of
neighboring nuclei in terms of saa^l and syscematically varying
perturbations to the symmetry. Indeed, complex transition regions
between two symmetries become the essence of simplicity in the ISA:
they can be described in terms of a single parameter as in fig. 2.
The evolution along a leg is characterized by a changing ratio of the
two coefficients giving the symmetries at the termini of that leg.
Thus the 0(6)+SU(3) leg corresponds to X varying from 0 to -2.953 and
the U(5)+O(6) leg by e/< decreasing to zero with X"0.

2. A MEW 0(6} REGION NEAR A-130

The levels of the 0(6) limit are shown In fig. 3. Without
delving into details, it is worth noting that they are principally
characterized by two quantum numbers, a and T, which distinguish
major and minor families of levels, respectively. The eigenvalue
expression is ;

E(o,T,J) - * (N-«J) (N+o+4) + BT(T+3) k CJCJ+1) (4)
4

where N is the total boson number. Note] that, within a T raultiplet,
the last term produces a sequence of levels monotonic with spin and
that the separation between T multiplets increases rapidly with x.
Note also the characteristic energy staggering in the quasi y band
where close lying (3+-y,4+y) and (5*y, 6+-j.) level couplets are
predicted. The E2 selection rules are JVa-Q, AT»±1.

The first 0(6) nucleus to be discovered was Pt and the even-
even Pt isotopes from ~ Pt are all good examples of this
symmetry. As soon as this was realized it became an important goal
of IBA-related research to identify other such regions, lest the Pt
isotopes appear as an isolated, and perhaps accidental, peculiarity.
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Rather soon, nuclei such as i a S " Ba were recognized as potential
0(6) nuclei although the data were sparce and, at the time, inconclu-
sive. , Recently, however, extensive new data, largely from the (a,nY)
and i' C.xnTf) reactions near the Coulomb barrier along with other
data have greatly extended the known level schenes of a number
of Xe and Ba nuclei from A»120-134. As will be shown presently, they
provide convincing evidence for an extensive region of 0(6) nuclei.
To see this, consider two of these nuclei, ^ X e and Ba, and their
comparison with the 0(6) limit (and with 95Pt) as shown in fig. 4,
where the states are labelled by a, T, and J. In this, and in fig. S
below, all known positive parity levels of each spin up to the
highest shown are included. In Xe this includes the 4 + level of
the T-4 aultiplet, identified for the first time in any nucleus.
Indeed, in Xe all 13 levels of the first 5 r values are known. In
addition, two states (the 2* tentatively) from the next a group can
be assigned. The nucleus Ba has a similar, if less extensively
identified, 0(6) level sequence. A significant point is that both
these nuclei andL indeed, all those in fig. 5, bear a striking
resemblance to Ft, when the energies of the latter are scaled to
reflect the typically larger spacings for lower masses. Figure 5
shows the levels of eight nuclei in this region, including Ite and

Ba and again compares them to O<6) and Pt. To provide a more
quantitative test, Table I compares various energy ratios with the
0(6) limit.



Fig. 4. Low lying levels of 128Xe and m B a
limit and with a (scaled) level scheme for
numbers are given at the top and the 1 quantum
Data from refs. 5-13.

ared with the 0(6)
Ft. The a quantum
numbers are circled.

Again, it is clear from both figure and table that this limit
provides an excellent description. One particular point is worth
citing. Even in the strict 0(6) limit some ratios have ranges of
allowed values since they depend on two free parameters B and C.
Nevertheless, it is generally found (and is expected) that the split-
tings will decrease across a chain decomposition and therefore that
C«B. Thus, in the table the limiting values for C-0 are under-
lined. It is noted that in each case the empirical values are well
within the indicated allowed ranges and generally closer to the 0 0
limit. Indeed, extracted C/B values for these nuclei are always <0.2
and usually <0.1.
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Another crucial point to
note is that the parameter
values A/4 and B are nearly
equal for these Xe and Ba
nuclei- (see the representa-
tive ,0(6) fit at the top
tight in figs. 4 and 5), Just
as they are in Ft, again
highlighting the similarity
of these two regions > The
equality of A/4 and B is of
rather deep significance
since it inplies a relation
between the o and ? energy
scales. In turn, this stems
from a relation between the
scale of degeneracy breaking
in the 0(6) and 0(5) steps
(see eq. 4 and the discussion
concerning fig. 1). Equal
values of A/4 and B also
result automatically from the
CQF. That this sane relation
appears in two nass regions
involving different shells
suggests a siiapie origin in
terns of basic features of
nuclear shell structure.

Of course, level sequen-
ces alone are not an adequate
indicator of structure; it is
necessary to consider transi-
tion rates or other informa-
tion that store directly
accesses the wave functions.
Tables II and III provide the
relevant data for the eight
Xe and Sa nuclei of fig. 5 as
well as for 3fe and compare
them to the analytic predic-
tions of the 0(61 limit and
to the data for 19BPt. The
evidence for an 0(6) struc-
ture Is now compelling.
Every allowed transition is
strong, or its upper limit is

Fig. 5. Extension of fig. 4 for
eight Xe and Ba nuclei.
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consistent with a strong decay route. Every forbidden transition is
weak, nearly always one or two orders of magnitude less than the
allowed transition(s) from the sane level*

Some of these transitions, indeed, are crucial to establishing
the 0(6) character of the levels. Th«S» J&J .example, the first
excited 0 + state is known in i z V Z 6 . l z V 3 0 X e and in

> Ba and, in each case, deexcltes predominantly to the second
2 + level (denoted conventionally as 2 +

T in Table II), which has
T-2, rather than the T«1 2+g state* This is a clear signature for
a T»3 level and is one of the distinguishing differences between the
0(6) and U(5) syometries; in the latter the first '0+ state is a
member of the 2-phonon triplet and deexcites to the first 2 + state*
In Xe, the 2* state with T»4 is observe* to decay aliaeat solely
(in terms of relative B(E2) values) to this T-3 0 + state. The
branching ratio of the two allowed transitions from the 3*y level
is very close to the 0(6} prediction in nearly all these nuclei and,
indeed, closer than in Ft. The transitions from the 4+y level
also hover around the 0(6)' values. Those from the 5+^ level are in
less satisfactory detailed agreement but the 0(6) selection rules are
nevertheless clearly obeyed. Unobserved HI components nay account
for some of the high relative strengths here. Finally, it is remark-
able that even the T»4 4 + state in Xe obeys tlie 0(6) branching



ratio prediction to within a factor of two, despite its rather high
energy (it is the U+3 state) and the a priori likelihood of having a
mixed structure.

Of course, there are deviations from 0(6) and it is important to
highlight these. Most concern the comparison of predicted and
observed energies* A reaarkabla fact is that these discrepancies are
common throughout the region and, indeed, are exactly the sane as in

Pt, suggesting that whatever symmetry breaking mechanism is
involved in one region is also common to the other. The principal
discrepancies are:

1) The energy staggering within the quasi-1!)* band is not as extreme
as in the 0(6) limit. This is particularly clear in figs. 4 and
5 for the 3+-Y~4+y couplets. Instead of the 0(6) sequence of
2*Y» O + Y , 4 + Y ) , (5+v,6+y) the empirical sequences are
more regular. It might be argued that tie C term in eq. 4
allows any 3 +Y~4 +^ spacing, and this is correct, but this
term can also be determined other splittings and, when fixed
from them, leads to a strong y band energy staggering* In the
triaxial rotor, for T"30#, the Y band sequence, on the other
hand, is closer to (2+Y,3

i*'1).), (4+
T,5

+
T), (6 +

v7
+
Y)

and therefore the empirical sequences will be interpreted below
in terms of • a component of triaxiality superposed on the y—
independent 0(6) potential.

2) Instead of the expected monotonic energy sequence within a given
T multiplet, the x-3, 0+ state is invariably found at or above
the 3 +Y level. This discrepancy will be shown below to reduca
to that of item 1): that is, the problem centers not on the 0*2
level but ou a high predicted energy for the 3+y level.

3) The 2 + state built on the i«3 0 + level has T«4 and therefore
(see eq. A) the predicted spacing between these levels is 10B
compared to 4B for the |G+g~2+g pair* Empirically, however,
the spacing is comparable to the ground band spacing.

4) Finally, although not so evident in figs. 4 or 5, the x-4 4 +

level in Xe is predicted at too high an energy, again a
consequence of the strong T dependence in eq,. 4.

To summarize., despite the few, and regular discrepancies just
noted, this entire region displays a very close correspondence to the
0(6) limit of the IBA, and to the other kncm region of 0(6) nuclei,
the Pt isotopes, as well. It will be shown in the next section that
all the discrepancies can be removed by a simple strategem which is
not only physically reasonable but whose absence would have been nost
highly surprising.



3. CALCULATIONS IN AN 0(6) + TRIAXIAL SCHEME

It has already been noted that some of the deviations froa the
strict 0(6) energies are in a direction suggesting a coaponent of
triaxiality. This is hardly surprising* 'The 0(6) limit corresponds
to a B-deformed but purely Y-independent potential. It would be
highly unlikely that such a flat, unstable potential could survive in
real nuclei without perturbation and the simplest perturbation there-
to is a relaxation of the extreae Y independence. Since the nean or
average Y corresponding to Che 0(6) Unit has been shown to be
Y*30", the simplest triaxial perturbation is one that maintains this
value but reduces slightly the constraint of Y independence by intro-
ducing a breaking of the 0(6) symmetry with a potential that has a
minimum at Y-30°. By fits to individual nuclei the strength of this
breaking (depth of the potential) can be determined. There are
several ways this can be accomplished in the IBA: by the use of
cubic terms , with g bosons or by the use of a proton-neutron
symmetric Q*Q interaction1 In IBA-2. The first of these is the
easiest and will be used here. The new Haailtonian to be diagona-
lized is then

H - H[0(6)J +

- H[0(6)] + e3(d
+d+d+)<3>(ddd)a) (5)

- -KQ-Q + K'L-L + 63(d
+d+d+)(3)(ddd)(3)

where the usual L*L term has been added to eg. 2* Since B«K and C is
related to < and <', the relative energies resulting from diagonali-
zation of this Hamiltonian depend only on 63/B and C/B. The absolute
energy scale, of course, is then proportional to B. For any given
C/B, the energies are a smooth function of 83/B. An example is given
in the top of fig. 6. Froa level spacings, such as 6+g-4+y or
A+g-2+Y» that are insensitive to triaxiality, and from the ground
band spacings, the value of C/B aay be determined for any nucleus.
In the lower part of fig. 6, the energy ratio (£44^-23+,)/
(•?,'t+2-E2+2) is plotted against 83/B for two values of C/B that
encompass the observed values for Xe-Ba and Ft. Thus, using the
empirical Y band energies to give the ordinate and the empirical
value of C/B to determine the horizontal placement, each nucleus can
be located on such a plot (for the appropriate boson number N). This
gives the required value of 93/B that will provide the correct rela-
tive 2+y, 3+y and 4+y energies. This value can now be used in
eq. 5 to obtain broken- 0(6) wave functions and a full set of
energies.
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Before displaying the
results of these calculations
It is interesting to inspect
the 83/B values themselves.
In fig. 6, consistency with
the pure 0(6) H a l t would
place * nucleus at the far
left and the , triaxlallty
increases to the right. The
Xe isotopes exhibit nearly
constant structure* Indeed,
this is evident also in the
uniform k+y-3*y[ spaclngs
in fig. 5. The Ba isotopes,
on the other hand, increase
steadily in triaxlallty with
increasing aass (decreasing
valence neutron number).
Again, this is expected from
the systematic increase in
At+y~3+y spacing in fig. 5
from near degeneracy for

Ba to an alaost uniform
rotational spacing in Ba.
The nucleus Vt is at least
as far to the right as any,
again pointing to the better
agreement **ith 0(6} for the
Xe-Bs nuclei.

The cubic calcula-
tions were carried out with a
modified version of PRINT
(refs. 15 and 18) and the
results are given in figs. 7,
8, and 9. The first two give
detailed results for l z aXe
and Pt where the most data
exists and show not only the
data and the results from
eq. 5 but the 0(6) energies
that would be obtained for
the same 0(6) parameters with

Fig. 6. Top: Y-band energies as a function of 83/B from the model
of eq. 5. Bottom: Solid lines are calculated values of the
indicated energy ratio as a function of 83/8 for two values of C/B,
for N-5-B. Each nucleus is positioned on tl»* plot as explained in
the text. Calculations from ref. 18.
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with 63-O, While these are not necessarily those that would provide
the optitum pure 0(6) fit, they are useful in giving an idea of the
effects of the cubic term.

Considering first fig. 7 for l96Pt, It is, of course, predeter-
mined that the y band energies will be*well reproduced. However, the
other discrepancies cited earlier are also removed, the 0* (T»3)
level is now calculated to be higher in energy than the 3*^, In
agreement with experiment. Moreover, the large 0(6) spacings of the
T-3,4,5 0+-2+-2+ sequence are now compressed to match the data, this
was not in any sense inserted into the calculations since the
strength of the cubic interaction was chosen solely from the vband
energies*

12sIn fig. 8 the Xe results show the expected improvement in
4 + Y ~ 3 + Y staggering. Here, however, the staggering for the higher
lying 6+Y"*ffy P a i r is also reproduced. This is not trivial since
it appears that the cubic term introduces a triaxiality <Y non-
independence) which is significantly state and spin dependent. The
0 + energy is again now above the 3*y level. The large 0+-2+

spacing in the T«3,4 group is a significant improvement although it
does not perfectly match the observed spacing. Finally, the 4+(t««4)
level now agrees with experiment. This last may be a significant
point. In the Ft isotopes this 4* level is not observed below «2 MeV
and yet low lying K«4 bands are known in all the Qa isotope* near 1
MeV. These levels evolve from the ?-4 4+ level in the 0(6)+SU(3)
transition. Thus, their presence in 0s may signal the presence of a
stronger T dependence in the potential than in Pt and the need for
the addition of this component to existing calculations of the
0(6)+rotor transition leg. Although the y decay of these K-4 bands
in Cs is well reproduced by calculations in the usual IBA-1, imply-
ing that their collective character is mostly that of a double Y
vibration, particle transfer studies suggest strong admixtures of
non-collective hexadecapole structure. Since a cubic interaction
mocks up many of the effects of a g boson, a consistent picture aay
well be emerging.

A final point is that the only remaining discrepancy in fig. 8
is that the calculated rotational bands are expanded relative to
experiment. This is probably not of major significance but rather
reflects merely the absence of a negative I (1+1) term or of a vari-
able moment of inertia In the IBA formalism used.

The results for all the other Ba and Xe isotopes are collected
in fig. 9 (without the unperturbed 0(6) energies). Again, good
agreement is obtained, except for the above mentioned rotational
expansion. Overall, it is interesting that such a simple and natural
extension to the ^-independent 0(6) structure reproduces not only the
Y-band energy staggering but removes the other discrepancies with
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0(6) as well. Before
concluding this sec-
tion, it is worth
considering the ex-
tent of the y depend-
ence thus introduced
into the potential.

It has been
shown22 that any IBA
calculation in the
CQF can be associated
with a specific mean
or mas axial asya-
netry y. In particu-
lar, the 0(6) limit
corresponds to Yeff
» 30", Castanos, Van
Isacker, *nd Frank
have obtained siai-
iar results, based on
analytic expressions
for 11(5) wave func-
tions and the U(5)
expansion of 13A wave
functions., that are
rigorous for any N
and do not depend on
a comparison with
other asymmetric mod-
els* Moreover, their
technique allows the
calculation of the T
softness as well,
that is, of the rms



fluctuations in Y defined by

Yras

Figure 10 shows Yn»s values for several states of the g and Y bands
as a function of 83/8 for two boson numbers N. the 0(6) Unit fluc-
tuations in a Y-indepandent potential are obtained for 93-O. The
figure show* that, in general and as expected, there is an Increasing
localization in Y with increasing 63. However, this effect is highly
state dependent and is oore pronounced for the Y band, thereby
accounting for the larger effects on Y-band energies in the cubic
calculations. Each of the N-6 or N-8 nuclei is indicated in fig. 10
by a vertical bar at the appropriate 83/8 value. The most noteworthy
conclusion is that the eradication of the discrepancies with 0(6),
summarized in figs. 7-9, occurs with a very small departure from
Y-indepent'ence: fluctuations in Y differ from 0(6) by typically only
1-2* out of 13°. More quantitative results along theae lines are
being published . To conclude, these nuclei are not strictly Y
independent but they are extremely Y soft.

A. AN UNDERLYING S0(3) SYMMETRY NEAR NEUTRON NUMBER N-104

I; is equally inportant to find examples of the SU(3) symmetry*
SU{3) corresponds to a special case of deformed nuclei in which,
among other characteristics, the 8 and Y bands are degenerate (for
states of equal spin). Another characteristic signature is Y*g and
&*g B(E2) values that are forbidden since the 0 and Y bands occur in
the same excited representation of SU{3) while the ground band is In
another and E2 inter-representation transitions violate the basic E2
selection rule.

Unfortunately, these two signatures are necessary but not
sufficient to establish an SU(3) symmetry since, on the one hand, ;S
and Y band energies fluctuate widely and can be accidentally degener-
ate while, on the other, it is unclear how to distinguish the forbid-
denness of Y*g and &+g transitions from a simple decrease in collec-
tivity that can occur when both Ey and Eg are high and near the
realm of two-quasipartide energies.

To truly establish an SU(3) region one must look to other con-
comitant characteristics. These are summarized in the schematic
level scheme of fig. 11. Besides the above two features of SU(3),
the box in the figure shows three others: a) vanishing Zy, b) a
finite ratio of (8*g)/(Y*g) transitions, and c) collective S+Y
transitions.

In the simple geometrical model, branching ratios, such as Y*g
B(E2) ratios are given by the Alaga rules. In real deformed nuclei .
these are never satisfied. It has long been traditional to interpret
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the deviations from the Alaga
rules to terms of Y-g bandmix-
ing • whose magnitude is
usually specified in terms of
a nixing parameter Zy. In
the SD{3) lir-c, the Tf and g
bands belong to separate
representations and hence
Zy+O (although the branching
ratios, strictly speaking, are

those of the Alaga rules because of m finite N

Even though both iB+g and Y+g E2 transitions approach zero In the
SU(3) limit, Bijker and Dieperink have shown , using the coherent
state foraalisn, that their ratio approach a finite value close to
1/6.

Finally, a characteristic feature of the IBA in deformed nuclei
is E-*T transitions of collective size. This, however, is not partic-
ularly useful as an SU(3) indicator for two reasons. First, even in
IBA calculations rather far from SU(3) and applicable to most
deformed nuclei, these transitions remain collective. Secondly, in a
true SU(3) region the 0-Y degeneracy would make these transitions of
such low energy as to be almost impossible to detect.

Thus there are four useful characteristic signatures of SU(3).
Some nuclei, such as Gd, display one or another of these, but not
the full complement." The bulk of deformed nuclei are certainly not
SU(3) because B and Y bands are seldom close in energy (most often
Ey<Eg) and y*g B(E2) values are nearly always collective.
Indeed, this is one of the most well known features and identifiers
of deforaed nuclei. Moreover, detailed IBA calculations » show
that typical deformed nuclei have wave functions with mixed ampli-
tudes from other than the dominant SU(3) state of typically 0.4-0.6.

29
Recent data , however, are suggestive that a reasonably good

SU(3) region may indeed exist. Detailed studies of Y+g transitions
in Hf with the (n,Tf) reaction have shown that the E2 branching
ratios are much closer to the Alaga-rules than is typical* Existing
data on absolute Y+g B(E2) values simultaneously show relatively



snail values* Inspired by this, a detailed survey of the N»104
region has been undertaken. Hie results, discussed below, strongly
suggest an underlying SU(3) structure., albeit mixed with quasl-
particle degrees of freedom.

To show this, consider in turn each of the four SU(3) signatures
listed in fig. 11. The dataZ9~3H are shown in figs. 12-14. Figure
12 shows the 2+Y+0+<T 8(E2) values scaled according to the
collectivity of the 2Tg+0+g transition (this latter varies only
slightly across the figure). Evidently there is a distinrt minimum
near N-104. This is particularly noticeable ror Yb but the Hf, W, Er
and Dy nuclei all either minimize in this region or are decreasing
towards it. However, as noted above, this empirical feature is
difficult to distinguish from a simple reduction in collectivity and,
indeed, in just this region Ey and Eg are both rising* The upper
part of fig. 12, however, reinforces the notion that this aight be an
SD(3) region since it is just in the range N-100-106 that Eg-EY.
It is true that, in the nucleus with the lowest B(E2:2Y+0g),
namely 7b, Eg is not at all degenerate with E-y, lying instead
nearly,. 40G keV lowev. However, 1/0Er with N-102 and especially m Y b
and Hb with N-104 display both low T*g B(E2) values and Eg-E-y.

Figure 13 shows the Zy systematies and is particularly
dramatic. There is a very sharp ninimum at Nm102tJiU with Zy
almost vanishing. This behavior appears in Er, Yb, Hf and even Qs
and is not ruled out for Dy and W where the trends point downward but
the data for these neutron numbers are lacking. The drop in Zy is
mu?h faster than can be explained as a finite N effect and must
reflect a true structural change. Taken alone, the Zy values at
N-102,104 indeed imply admixed amplitudes in the SU(3) ground and X
band wave functions from other representations23 of <O.0B.

Finally, and perhaps most Interesting is the ratio Rgy =
B(E2:2g^Og)/B<E2:2Y+0g) which • 1/6 in SU{3) (ref. 27).
Empirically, this ratio fluctuates wildly in the rare earth region
ranging from almost zero to nearly unity. Given such high sensitiv-
ity, which results primarily from fluctuations in the weak 8+g tran-
sition matrix elements, one cannot hope for an exact ratio of 1/6,
even in a good SU{3) region, due to the increased importance of
quasi-particle mixing when the 0+g £2 matrix elements go to zero*
Nevertheless, fig. 14, which shows the Rgy systematics, discloses
that, again in the same region near N-104, RgY crosses a value of
1/6 for Yb, Hf and W and appears about to do so for Er. Note that in
some cases Rfly is approaching the critical SU(3) value from below
and, in others, from above* It is also interesting to note that the
origin of the steep trends in Er, Yb and Hf are different* In Yb it
is primarily due to a large decrease in the B+g matrix element while
in Er to a decrease in Y+g transition strengths and to an actual
increase in the (small) B(E2:2g+Og) value. Finally, it is worth
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commenting on the N-94 region. Here the value of Rgy • 1/6 is also
approached but, in this case, the other SU(3) signatures are absent.

It is clear that, even if this N-104 region is a good S(I(3) one,
the wave functions must be rather complex and *<teixed with ,q°n~
collective excitations. In many of these nuclei, such as • Yb
and Hf there are several 0* bands lying just above the lowest 0*
excitation. Earlier studies have interpreted sone of the E2
branching ratios in terms of multi-band nixing. A recent study
shows that even the 3+ level of the Y band (which lies above a low
lying 3+ intrinsic excitation) cannot be explained in terms of simple
Y-g bandmixing. Indeed, several of the Z Y values in fig. 13 were
obtained from the 2+y decay data alone.

Nevertheless, the simultaneous confluence of all the observable
signatures of SU(3) in the sane region is difficult to ignore.
Presumably, to summarize, this is a complex region, characterized by
an underlying structure th3t is closer to SU(3) than any other region
yet found, but in which this SU(3) character is nodulated by a
concommitant mixing with quasipartide degrees of freedom.

5. A SIMPLE, SYSTEMATIC TREATMENT OF TRANSITION REGIONS:
THE NEUTRON-PROTON INTERACTION

By virtue of their complexity and rapidly changing structure,
transition regions have historically presented the greatest challenge
to nuclear structure models. As indicated earlier, in the IB A, such
regions (legs of the symaetry triangle) can often 4* treated In terms
of a single parameter. Several examples * »3 in the litera-
ture have shown that this procedure works very well for the isotopes
of a given element. The differing behavior of different elements
(for example, Os and Pt) means that, while each can be so treated,
the transition parameters must be separately varied. The need for
this is evident, for example, if one considers the Xe-Ba-Ce-Nd region
for which the sensitive structure indicator El^xf^2+i i s shown on
the left in fig. 15 and the energy of the first 2* state on the left
in fig. 16 (data from refs. 30, 37, and 3B and refs. therein). In
both cases, each element displays a smooth systetaatics but one that
differs from element to element. In other transition regions similar
systematics appear, as shown in figs. 17-19. Clearly, the standard
I3A approach to such regions requires parameter variations that are
both N and Z dependent.

In an effort to discern a greater simplicity in these transition
regions, and inspired by the emphasis on the Importance of the
neutron-proton interaction by Talmi over the years, by the work of
Federman and Pittel on the mass A»100 region, and by the results of
ref. Al for the A"150 region, it seemed reasonable to plot the data
in a slightly different way. . Independent of the details of t'ue
neutron-proton interaction, its overall effects must be separately



Fig. 15. Systematlcs of the energy ratio E4+./E2+, for the A-130
region plotted against neutron number (left) and against the product
of proton and neutron boson numbers (right). Ths dashed line is an
IBA calculation described in the text. Data from refs. 30, 37 and
38.
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Fig. 16. Systeaatics of E2+l for the A*130 region. The solid line
on the right is from the IBA calculation described in the text. Data
from refs. 30, 37 and 38.
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related to the number of valence protons and valence neutrons. The
product of these two seems an obvious paraoeterization of the average
strength of the proton-neutron Interaction. Therefore, the data of
figs. 15-19 are replotted, on the right in each figure, in terns of
the product of proton and neutron boson numbers, tfn, Nv. (As
indicated by the scale at the top of fig. 17, this is completely
equivalent to a plot against the product of valence proton number
times valence neutron number: the boson language is used only for
convenience in the calculations to follow.)

Consider first the A"120-140 region which actually encompasses
a double transition region, U(5)-*O(6) and 0(6)+SU(3), with an exten-
sive intermediate range of 0(6) nuclei (see section 2). It is
immediately clear that the NV*NV parameterization effects an
enormous simplification. For all practical purposes, the data,
whether the ratio E4+\^2*"\ o r E2+

1»
 n o w follow a single smooth

curve. For the E4+1/£2
+
1 ratio this curve starts near the vibra-

tional value of 2.0 for low N^'Nv, increases rapidly through the
0(6) range near 2.5, and then approaches the SU{3) value of 3.33*
Analogously, the 2+j energy reflects this transition from near
spherical to a deformed character.

The universal curves obtained in the N^-Ny parameterization
suggest a simplified approach to IBA calculations is which the param-
eter (s) now depend only on Mn*Nv and not separately on N¥ and
Nv. Considering the explicit recognition of separate proton and
neutron boson numbers, it is, of course, natural to carry out such a
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Fig. 20. Schematic descrip-
tion of the double transi-
tion region near A-130 in
terns of the symmetry
triangle (top) and of the
parameter determinations for
the schematic calculations
described in • the text
(bottom).

calculation in an IBA.-2
framework. Nevertheless, as
usual, the IBA.-1 is even
simpler. Figure 20 outlines
an extraordinarily schematic
approach which nay not
reproduce all details but
which should reflect the
regional trends. The scheme
consists of a clockwise
circuit around the symmetry

triangle from 8(5)+0(6)+SU(3). The first leg depends only on E/K,
with x-0, and the second only on x, varying from 0 to -2.958 with
e-0. With the further simplification of assuming that the parameter
variation is linear with Nn«Nv, the calculation of -30 nuclei
involves the choice of only 6 constants, naaely, the Intercepts and
slopes of £•/< and x and the absolute values of < and *cf. The first
four deteraine the nuclear structure; the last two are necessary for
the absolute energies.

Such schematic calculations have been initiated. Preliminary
results are shown in figs. 15 and 16. While a more complex variation
of C/K and X could improve the results, the agreement with experiment
is already quite remarkable.

These results suggest that the Nn-Nv parameterization aay be
a rather generally useful tool. Thus it is interesting to consider
the other two transition regions, shown in figs. 17-19. Before
discussing these results, two comments are important. First, calcu-
lations by Federman and Pittel have already shown that the neutron-
proton force in appropriate orbits is sufficiently strong that it can
eradicate a shell gap in one of these particles. Thus, for the A"100
region, the (g9/2)ir~(g7/2Jv interaction is so large that when
neutrons begin to fill the latter orbit near N-60, the 2-38 (or 40}
proton shell gap is obliterated as the nucleus can gain energy by
elevating protons to the go/2 orbit . Similarly., in the A-150
region, when neutrons begin filling the ho/2 orbit, the Z-64 shell
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or subshtll gap is erased as protons are polarized into the ^x/
orbit. These ideas are used in constructing figs. 17-19. In fig.
17, the proton shell is taken as 2-50-64 for N<90 and Z-50-82 for
N>90. Thus, for,.example, lswSm (Z-62, N-88) has Hw-1, Nv-3,
N7*Nv-3> while 15ZSa has Nff-6, Nv-3, N^«NV-1B. While
this demarcation is clearly an oversimplification, and will be
returned to later, it is essential to producing the simple universal
curve of fig. 17. Without It, the points for low Nff*Nv-jnd Z
near 64 would be shifted substantially to the right. In figs. 18 and
19, a similar definition of Nw has been used, namely Z-38-50 for
K<60 and 2-28-50 for N>60. Again, this is essential in producing the
smooth plots: for"* example, the Zr point at Njj'Ii-u"̂  would
otherwise be at NB»Nv»20, far off the smooth curve.

Inspection of figs. 17, 18 and 19 show thtX, again, there is a
major simplification in the systematics. Nearly all the data now lie
on single smooth curves. The only exceptions to this are the points
for N-90 and N-60 in figs* 17 and 18 which appear shifted to the
right, and more so the closer Z is to 64 or 38. It s-.*sm* clear what
is happening here if it is recalled that the change in definition of
the proton shell, for example from 2-50-64 to Z-50-82 at N-90, shifts
points for elements from Z-58-64 to the right. Apparently, this
shift is too large at N-90 and N-60 which suggests that the Z-64 and
Z-38 shells have not coupletely dissipated. In fact, a simple
exercise ' is instructive* Suppose the smooth curve is taken as
reflecting the true systematic behavior that each region mist obey
and that the N-90 and 60 points are shifted leftwards to intersect
this curve* The new points then define effective proton numbers.
When this is done the plot of effective proton boson number against
neutron number shown in fig. 21 results. This demonstrates, as
anticipated, a somewhat gradual breakdown of the shell gap at Z-64
and 38. These plots, though only of qualitative significance, are
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Fig. 21. Effective proton boson numbers in the transition regions
near N-60 and 90 extracted from the data of figs. 17 and 18.



reminiscent of Chose obtained with a similar philosophy using the
data froa g factor measurements . They are also similar to ones
obtained from microscopic calculations by Scholten .

To summarize this section, the use of an Mt'Nv parameteriza-
tion greatly simplifies the empirical systematic* of transition
regions and provides a new, more economical scheme for the calcula-
tion of such regions in the ISA or other collective nodels. Exploit-
ation of the smooth Nff-Nv systematlcs allows a simple interpreta-
tion of Isolated deviations from it in terms of effective proton
boson numbers, as demonstrated in the A"100 and "150 mass regions.

SUMMARY

The principal points discussed above are as follows:

The 0(6) Region near A-130

1) The Xe, Ba nuclei (and most likely their less-studied Ce and Ba
isotones} are an excellent example of the 0(6) symmetry.

2) This region is strikingly similar to the Pt isotopes. Both
regions display the near equality of A/4 and B In the 0(6)
eigenvalue expression which reflects a relation between the
degeneracy breaking in the 0(6) and 0(5) steps*

3) Even the discrepancies with 0(6} are similar in the two regions,
the principal ones being a 0*"2 level above the 3+i state, too
little energy staggering in the T band, and too small a split-
ting in the high T states built on the 0 +

2 level. In addition,
in " Xe, the t>4, 4 + level is lower than predicted.

4) Calculations incorporating a small breaking of the 0(6) Halt by
the introduction of a trlaxial cubic term are successful in
removing all of these discrepancies. The strength of the
triaxial term varies smoothly throughout the Xe and the Ba
isotopes, and corresponds to a very small t dependence in the
potential.

The SU(3) Region near Neutron Number N-I04

1) Evidence for a region of nuclei approaching the SU(3) limit near
N-1Q4, centering on the Kb and Hf Isotopes, was presented. The
importance of satisfying all of the signatures of the symmetry
was emphasized and shown to apply in this region.

2) The non-collectivity of Y+g band transitions in SU(3) and the
difficulties in distinguishing such a feature from that charac-
terizing the decay of two quasi-particle states was discussed.
Mixing with the latter leads to deviations from SU(3) even la



the U and Y bands but the underlying SU{3) character is still
evident.

Systematic Treafent of Transition Regions:
The Neutron-Proton Interaction

1) It was shown that the apparently complex empirical behavior of
the A»100, A-130 and A»150 transition regions is enormously
simplified if the data are plotted against the quantity
Njr'Ny, the product of the number of valence proton and
neutron boson numbers.

2) This remit was used, in the A*1CO and A-150 regions, to study
the dissipation of proton shell gaps near 2-38 and 64 and to
extract effective proton boson numbers. The latter were
compared with the results of earlier g factor measurements and
microscopic calculations.

3) The ideas in point 1) led to a correspondingly simplified
approach to the calculation of such regions in the IBA. IBA-1
calculations for "30 nuclei, near A-130, that depend on only
six constants were shown to reproduce the systematic evolution
of these nuclei from U(5)+0(6)^SU(3).
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